
Sufficient supply 
and stable quality.
Superior access to 
raw material. 

Competitive price! 
Contact us to get a 
best quotation! 

On time customer 
service! Your 
inquiry is the first 
priority

20 years old 
factory, serving 
global customers 
with enough 
experience

High quality!
All products go 
though strict 
quality control

Eco-Friendly!  All 
material is certified 
by FSC

www.vinzorwood.com
Vinzor Wood Products Co., Ltd
Tel: 86-535-6752328
Mob/Wechat/Whatsapp: +86-18363875259
laurice@vinzorwood.com

Follow us: 

VINZOR WOOD PRODUCTS CO., LTD

WWW.VINZORWOOD.COM
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future

riginal: remain true to the original
aspiration

ero: be modesty, empty ourselves
and learn more from the market

ever give up: to be stronger and 
faster

n the thing: focus on what we do
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qualified

fast

STABLE

SERVICE

1.priority access to raw material, which ensures the 
sufficient supply and stable quality of the products, as 
well as a competitive price. 

2.Plenty of experience, which helps us know our 2.Plenty of experience, which helps us know our 
customers better. Serving the world wide customers all 
these years, we know very well what the customers 
need very well. You don’t have to speak to much, 

3.Full production line, you can find whole range of 3.Full production line, you can find whole range of 
products in our factory, including wooden cutlery, ice 
cream sticks, wooden food tray, bamboo skewers, 
bamboo teppo skewers, chopsticks, food picks and 
paper toothpicks etc. 

4.Products are certified by SGS with food grade 4.Products are certified by SGS with food grade 
certification. Our mission is to ensure your food safety 
and healthy. 

As an 20 year old factory, we get: 

COMPANY OVERVIEW



DISPOSABLE CUTLERY

Eco-friendly

FSC certified

Fast Delivery

Sufficient And Stable Supply

Accept OEM Order

Odor Free

Food Safety

Smooth Surface



DISPOSABLE CUTLERY

Package Option

16cm
wooden knife

16cm
wooden fork

16cm
wooden spoon

16cm
wooden fork

14cm
wooden knife

9.6cm
dessert spoon

9.5cm
dessert spoon

14cm
wooden fork

14cm
wooden spoon

10cm
dessert spoon

10.5cm
dessert spork

14cm
wooden spoon

20cm
wooden fork

20cm
wooden knife

14cm
wooden spoon

16cm
wooden spork

16cm
wooden knife

16cm
wooden spork

16cm
wooden knife

16cm
wooden spoon



「Measurements」

55x12x2mm / 65x10x2mm 
85*10*2mm / 93x10x2mm
93*15*2mm / 100*10*2mm
114x10x2mm / 114x15x2mm
125x10x2mm / 160x10x2mm
180x10x2mm

WOODEN STICKS
Selected Quality



Bamboo skewer plays an important role in bbq grill. It is 
made of natural bamboo. It’s feature of clean, disposable, 
convenient makes it highly welcomed all over the world

BAMBOO SKEWERS
Feature



Teppo gushi skewer also known as teppo skewer, It’s 
square stick part and flag handle make it easy to hold soft 
food like tofu, fish ball and sushi

     ow to select a reliable teppo gushi skewer 
factory? 
firstly, the factory must have enough firstly, the factory must have enough 
experience in the industry. Vinzor Wood is 
launched in 1997, we do export since 2007, 
that’s when we start to serve global 
customers. Customers need someone to know 
their requirement about high quality service 
and support, that’s what we have always doing 
in the past 15 years. in the past 15 years. 

Secondly, the factory must have advanced 
access to fresh material. China is one of the 
countries with the richest bamboo resources 
and the longest bamboo cultivation history in 
the world. Our factory is just located at the 
foot of bamboo mountain, can get first hand 
high quality bamboo materials to guarantee 
the teppo skewers quality. the teppo skewers quality. 

And, the teppo skewer factory should be 
equiped by cutting edged machine. What’s 
more, they need a professional technical 
team, who keep the equipments updated, 
maintained and managed properly. Whether 
the products produced are beautiful, neat, and 
accurate all depend on whether the machine is 
advanced and stable. advanced and stable. 

TEPPO SKEWERS

Feature



TP38502 TP38503 TP38504 TP38505 TP38506 TP38507 TP38508

TP38601 TP38602 TP38603 TP38604 TP38605 TP38606 TP38607

TP38711 TP38712 TP38713 TP38714 TP38715 TP38716 TP38717

TP37502 TP37503 TP37503 TP37505 TP37506 TP39222 TP38612

TP38611 TP38613 TP38615 TP38616 TP38617 TP66277 TP66288

TP38618 TP66211 TP6212 TP66213 TP38726 TP66277 TP39223

bottle styles for toothpicks

BAMBOO TOOTHPICKS
There are still many other packing terms out of this 
picture, please contact us for more information regarding 
this product. 
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